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Interesting observation. After your 1st post got deleted, I looked at the un-deleted version. I did not see the desired information in that version, but I looked into the "mistake" and noticed that your post was successful. You could have still gotten that info in the deleting version, and
you did not, which means that you were not really missing information. [I am a moderator, and he has good facts, but I would not want to see it published. The problem is that he did not see the deleted post. Silly human error...] Concerning the download, you basically would not miss
anything if you could only download for free. This might be different in some countries. But I still think that it is possible that you made a search of the correct terms. What you wrote: Have you tried another downloader, like BitTorrent? And that is the problem. Read this post: Spam on

BitTorrent is heavily punished. If you are going to make a new public torrent, wait 24 hours before releasing it. And now? You wrote: ... and bittorrent is the only way to get it In that case, you are not trying to download it, you are trying to share it. Which means that you have no
access to the private torrent tracker. I know that it is not fair to repost the same information, because you are writing about your original posting, but: The problem is that this is all the data you can gather from the information that you provided. And everything else would be, to put it
bluntly, spam. What I am trying to say is that if you want to see a difference, you would need to add more information. And about the author: ... I'm looking for the version that contained it, not work... If you look, you can see that the mentioned error happened to you. Also, you could
delete your post, because you said that you found the correct version. Q: Oracle and Server Ver 10.2.0.4.0 takes more time to process an SQL when it has a large amount of records I have a large SQL query which takes more time to process. I wanted to find out whether it is the SQL

or the Oracle version which is to blame. The SQL I used is as follows : select *
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